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Abstract 
iVe present a high-level parallel calculus for nested sequences. 
.L'SC. offered as a possible theoretical "core" of an entire 
class of collection-oriented parallel languages. .LrSC is based 
on while-loops a s  opposed to general recursion. .A formal. 
machine independent definition of the parallel time complex- 
ity and the work complexity of programs in .LrSC is given. 
Our main results are: ( 1 ) \.Ye give a translation method for 
a particular form of recursion. called map-recursion. into 
.tfSC, that preserves the time complexity and adds an arbi- 
trarily small overhead l o  the work complexity. and ( 2 )  IYe 
give a compilation method for .\?SC into a very simple vec- 
tor parallel machine. which preserves the time conlplexity 
and again adds a n  arbitrarily small overhead to the work 
complexity. 
There are many advantages to  programming in a high-level 
language. Ilowever, while sequential algorithms are [nost 
of the time designed and evaluated in reasonably high-level 
terms. the situation with parallel algorithms is - 1)y neces- 
sity. so far - rnore c:ornplicatcd. The  issue is intimately (.on- 
r~ected 1 ~ 1 t h  the ex i s t~ng  cfforts to hricigc the gap l)et\vc.e~l 
tlre thc.urc.rica1 ~lcsign of parallel algoritl~rrt~ and ~)ractical 
programnllrlg on ~nassivcly ~mrallel c-ornprltcrs. 
In the (.a.se of t lnfn pctrnlltlr.srn. the work of I3lelloch [131e~O. 
RleY31 and I3lc.lloch and Sabot [BS91)] has made substantial 
progres. olr this issue. For vxarnple. i f  \v? rnanage to rep- 
resent an algorrtt~rn in a high-level language such as S E S L  
with a certain work and tirne (a.k.a. element or s tep)  com- 
plexity and i f  the repre;.entatior~ hatisfips crrtain rcstrictlons 
t11e11 we arc. ,q~laral~teed i i n  i rnp len len ta t~o~~ of the +arncs algo- 
rithrrl r v ~ t t ~  t t ~ c .  barnr ;1+.rnptotic tirnc a n d  work c.o~r~plc.uit  
i l l  terms ( i f  it lo\v-1evc.l parallel vector rnodel. ivhictl i r ~  turn 
admits vtficient irnplelner~tat~ons on \.arrous architcctrires. 
for c~xaniplc tllr ('11;'. 'Tilt. present paper is proposinq a 
t1ilf~:rent treat r l~rnt  of . ~ r m ~ l a r  goals. 
We star t  with a somewhat abstract high-level language 
which represents and manipulates mostly nested sequences 
(lists) and so we called it  MSC, for nested sequence calculus 
(section 3 ) .  LVe regard NSC as a possible theoretical "core" 
of an entire class of collection-oriented parallel languages. In 
keeping with the tenets of d a t a  parallelism [HS86], a C ' s  
only parallel operation is map (apply-to-all). We give a pre- 
cise high-level definition of parallel complexity (in the  work 
and time framework [Jaj92]) for AfSC programs. 
Blelloch [Ble90, Ble931 gives convincing evidence that  
nested map's on nested sequences (what he calls nested par- 
alleltsm) can enhance the expressiveness of a d a t a  parallel 
language. But these high-level features are quite removed 
from concrete parallel architectures or even the parallel vec- 
tor model and need t o  be compiled away. Unnesting the  
nested parallelism is a t  the center of the compilation tech- 
nique of [BlegO, BS90. Ble931. However, in a language with 
general recursion, this technique is guaranteed t o  preserve 
the asymptotic parallel complexity only for programs that  
satisfv a certain semantic condition called containernent. 
.LrSC is based on while-loops rather than general recur- 
sion. This will surely impose some Limitations, although not 
that  many: our first main result consists of showing that  a 
large and practically relevant class of programs. called m a p  
recursive. can be translated into .IfSC while asymptotically 
preserving the time complexity and adding an arbitrarily 
srnall overhead to the work complexity (theorem 4.2). It  
even turns out tha t  some recursive programs which are not 
contained in the sense of [BlegO] are in fact maprecursive. 
The major benefit however is that  we can compile J ~ S C  
without the need for an unbounded stack of vectors, as gen- 
cral recursion would require. Avoiding the stack is a good 
idea because SIhID architectures associate a relatively small 
rnc,mory with each processor. A program tha t  generates 
many entries in its vector stack will run out of memory even 
i f  the vectors are very short and hence much of the total 
amount of memory of the machine remains unused. We 
believe that our compilation technique can lead t o  better 
menlory management. Of course. this needs t o  be tested in 
practice. 
Following Blelloch. we define a simple parallel vector 
rnodel in order to  describe abstractly the class of target ar- 
chitectures for our compilation method (section 2 ) .  Our 
L3VRXlI (Bounded L7ector Random Access Machine) differs 
from the \.RAM [BlegO] primarily in that it has a finite num- 
twr of vector registers. This emphasizes the absence of a run- 
time vector stack. Of course the number of registers needed 
depends on the source program being compiled. Another 
important difference is that  we need less powerful communi- 
cation primitives. The BVRAM has no general permutation 
instruction, and its communication primitives can be imple- 
mented on a butterfly network with nlog n nodes in O(1og n) 
steps. The BVRAM can be efficiently implemented on SIMD 
architectures such as CM2 and MasPar MP-I, and it has the 
potential of efficient implementation on MIMD machines as 
well, such as CM5, Paragon XP/S, KSRl etc. 
Our second main result is a technique that compiles any 
niSC program into a BVRAM program again while asymp- 
totically preserving the time complexity and adding an arbi- 
trarily small overhead to the work complexity (theorem 7.1). 
Along the way we also give a simulation that  allows us to 
understand A f S C  complexity in terms of the complexity of 
computations on a certain flavor of PRAM (proposition 3.2), 
we show how to implement the BVRAM instructions on a 
butterfly network (proposition 2.1), we connect A f S C  with 
some standard parallel complexity classes (proposition 6.2), 
we show how to represent in h I S C  Valiant's O(1og n log log n) 
time sorting algorithm [Va175, Jaj921 (section 5), and, as 
part of the compilation process, we define an intermediate 
abstract language - the sequence algebra - which has the 
same power as BVRAM's but may prove more flexible in 
connecting to  the designs of the future (section 7). 
niSC borrows heavily from our experience with languages 
for collection types [BTS91, BBW921 and it is worthwhile 
mentioning that  many of its operations make as much sense 
for sets and bags (multisets) as for lists (sequences). It mat- 
ters to us, though it may not be so relevant to the goals of 
this paper, that  NSC is based on a clear, statically checkable 
type system, that  we understand the meaning of n/SC pro- 
grams independently of their parallel execution, and that we 
know how to  reason about them - for example how to vali- 
date source to source optimizations. We have in mind appli- 
cations to databases and this naturally brings up important 
complexity issues. In a previous paper we have shown a 
tight connection between a related data parallel language 
for sets and the class NC ISBT941. This in turn has led us 
to the more practical questions addressed here. 
2 The Target: Bounded Vector Random Ac- 
cess Machines 
To compile the higher level programming language described 
in section 3 only a very simple vector parallel model is 
needed. The Bounded Vector Random Access Machine, 
BVRAM, is a restriction of the VRAM introduced in [Ble90], 
in that it only admits a fixed number of registers, and has 
only particular communication primitives, not a general per- 
mutation. The BVRAM can be efficiently implemented on 
a wide range of parallel architectures, because: ( I )  only a 
simple, rather   articular form of communication is needed to 
implement every instruction of the BVRAM, and (2) mem- 
ory management a t  each processor is simplified by having 
only a bounded number of vector registers, as opposed to 
an unbounded number in the VRAM model. 
A BVRAM, M, consists of a fixed number of vector reg- 
isters Vl, . . . , Vr. Each V,  can hold a sequence (a vector) of 
natural numbers of arbitrary, but finite length. To keep the 
model simple, we don't include scalar registers: a number is 
represented by a sequence of length 1. A program for M is a 
sequence of labeled instructions, from the following instruc- 
tion set. For some of the instructions below, it is convenient 
to view a pair of registers V, ,  V, in which the length of the 
first equals the sum of the numbers in the second as a nested 
sequence. E.g., intuitively we view [xo, X I ,  z o , z ~ ,  zz], [2,0,3] 
as standing for the nested sequence [[xo, XI], 0, [zo, ~1 ,2211 .  
r Move instruction: V ,  +- V,. 
r Arithmetic operations, of the form V,  +- V, op Vk. 
Here op is an arithmetic operation from a set C. V, 
and Vk must be arrays of the same length, and the 
operation op is applied sin~ultaneously on all all ele- 
ments of V, and Vk from the same positions, and the 
result is stored in V,.  In general we leave C unspeci- 
fied, but mention here that for theorems 4.2 and 7.1 
C has to contain +, -, *, /, right-shift,log2, while for 
proposition 6.2 we require that  all operations in C be 
in NC. Monus, written m - n,  is defined as m - n 
when m >. n and 0 otherwise. 
r Sequence oriented operations: V ,  + loads the empty 
sequence in V,. V ,  t [n], where n E 1%1 loads the 
singleton sequence [n] into V,. V ,  +- V,@Vk appends 
V, and Vk and stores the result in V,. V ,  +- [length(V,)] 
computes the length of V,. V ,  t enumerate(V,) loads 
the sequence [O, 1 , .  . . , n - 11 into V,, where n is the 
length of V, . 
r Bounded monotone routing V ,  + bm-route(&, Vk, x); 
here Vk and V must have the same length. The ef- 
fect is that  each element in & is replicated a num- 
ber of times equal to the corresponding number in Vk. 
In addition, it is required that the result matches in 
length the sequence V, (i.e. initially V, , Vk represent 
a nested sequence). E.g. if V, = [xo, X I ,  zo, zl ,  zz], 
Vk = [2,0,3] and I/i = [a, b, c], then the instruction 
T/, +- bm-route(%, V,, K )  stores [a, a ,  c,c,  c] into V,.  
Segmented bounded monotone routing V ,  +- sbm-route (4, Vk, 111, Vm). Here, V,, Vk and &, Vm must be nested 
sequences, and length(Vk) = length(Vm). Then, the 
subsequences of T/i are replicated according to  the num- 
bers in V,. and the result is stored in V, .  E.g., suppose 
V, = [XO,XI ,ZO,ZI ,ZZ] ,  Vk = [2,0,3], 111 = [ao,al,bo, 
bl, b2, CO,  c1, CZ] and Vm = [2,3,3]. Then, after V ,  + 
sbm-route(l/,, Vk, K ,  V,), V ,  will hold the value [ao, a l ,  
ao, a l ,  co, c l ,  cz ,  co, cl ,  cz, co, cl ,  cz]. In the particular 
case when Vk, Vm have length one, this computes the 
cartesian product of V, and K. Note that  the length 
of the output is 5 length(&) * length(&) and that 
bm-route can be expressed with two sbm-route instruc- 
tions. 
Selection r/; + u(V,). The effect is that  the nonzero 
values of V, are packed and moved into V,. E.g. if 
V, = [3,0,1,0,0,4], then [3, 1,4] is stored in I/,. 
The unconditional jump goto 1 and the conditional 
jump if empty?(V,) then goto 1, where 1 is a label of 
some instruction. The conditional jump is taken iff V ,  
currently holds the empty sequence. 
halt, stops the program. 
We associate with each BVRAM program P two num- 
bers: r Z ,  ro, the number of input and output registers. P 
expects r ,  inputs in the registers K , .  . . , K,, and returns 
r, outputs, in VI,. . . , V,,. For some input, the result of P 
might be undefined, if P enters an infinite loop, or if an er- 
ror occurs. For a terminating execution of P, we define the 
para l le l  t i m e  complex i ty  T to be the total number of in- 
struction executed by P, i.e. each instruction is considered 
to have parallel time complexity 1. Similarly, we define the 
work  complexi ty  W as the sum of the work complexities 
of all instructions executed by P, where the work complexity 
of some instruction is defined to be the sum of the lengths 
of its input and output registers. 
As opposed to VRAMs [Ble90] there is no general permu- 
tation instruction on a BVRAM (but one can be computed 
with an increase in the time or work complexity). This may 
lead to more efficient implementations on fixed-connection 
networks, as exemplified by the following proposition. 
P ropos i t i on  2.1 Any BVRAM instruction of work com- 
plexity W can be zmplemented in time O(1og n) on a butter- 
fly network with nlog n nodes, where n = O(W), using only 
oblivious routing algorithms. 
Proof.  (Sketch) The arithmetic operations involve 
no communication at  all, thus can be implemented in O(1) 
steps. The  append operation V, +- Ij@Vk only requires a 
monotone routing of the values in Vk. This can be done 
in O(1ogn) steps, using the greedy routing algorithm, see 
[Lei92], pp. 534. bm-route is implemented by a monotone 
routing, and takes O(1og n) steps with the greedy algorithm. 
For sbm-route, suppose first that length(%) = length(T/i) = 
1, i.e. sbm-route computes the cartesian product of V, and 
Vk. Also, suppose that  the length of and Vk are pow- 
ers of 2, namely 2P and Zq respectively. Take n = 2pS9;  
then we have Z P  packets residing in the first ZP rows of a 
butterfly with 2p+4 rows, and we have to route the packet 
with address 00 . .  . On,-1 . . . ul uo to all addresses of the form 
v,-1 . . . v1vou,-1 . . . U ~ U O .  This is done in q stages, starting 
with the higher dimension, using the greedy algorithm. In 
the general case of sbm-route, we have to replicate a num- 
ber of smaller sequences. First, round upwards to the closest 
power of 2 the length of each such subsequence, and spread 
the sequences such that each sequence of lenght m starts 
at  an address divisible by m. Next, perform in parallel all 
replications, as described above. 
When the number n of available processors is less than 
the number W of elements in an array, then we group 
adjacent elements of the array in the same processor. The 
above proposition can be extended to this case: some in- 
struction of complexity W can be implemented on a butter- 
fly network in o(: log n )  steps. 
3 The Source: The Nested Sequence C a l c u l u s  
(MSC) 
We use types to explain the structure of n/SC and classify 
its features. The types are given by the grammar t ::= unit 1 
N I t x t 1 t  + t I [t]. unit has exactly one value: the empty 
tuple 0. N is the type of nonnegative integers. The values 
of the p r o d u c t  t y p e  s x t are pairs (x, y), with x E s, y E 
t .  [t] is the f in i te  sequences  t y p e  over t: it contains all 
sequences [xo,. . . , x,-11, with n 2 0 and xo,. . .,%,-I E t. 
s + t is the d is jo in t  u n i o n  t y p e  of s and t; its values are 
of the form inl(x)  with x E s and inz(y) with y E t .  We 
define the boo lean  type ef unit + unit, and identify its 
values inl(()) and in2(()) with true and false respectively. 
Extending the list of built-in types with reds, strings, etc., 
can be done while preserving all results. 
The primitives of AfSC are chosen to  be operations nat- 
urally associated to its types. Its expressions belong to 
one of two distinct syntactic categories: t e rms ,  denoted 
by M ,  N, P, U, V, etc., which have some type t,  and func- 
t ions,  denoted by F, G, etc., have associated two types, the 
domain s and codomain t. By abuse of the language we say 
in this case that the "type" of some function F is s -+ t.  
However s -+ t is not a type per se, which makes constructs 
like s -+ ( t l  - t z )  or (91 + sz) + t impossible. Both terms 
and functions may contain free variables. See appendix A 
for a full and formal description of the language): 
Variables x, error $2, constants n (where n E N), 
arithmetic operations M op N ,  where op E C (recall 
from section 2 that  C = {+, -, *, /, . . .}), and equality 
M = N. 
Constructs associated with the product type: 0, xl ,  x2, 
(M,  N) .  Here () denotes the empty tuple, (M, N )  is a 
pair, while n l ,  7r2 are the projections, with the meaning 
def def 
~ I ( x , Y )  = X , K Z ( X , Y )  = 51. 
Constructs associated with the sum type: in l (M),  
inz(N), and case M of inl(x) + N in2(x) => P. 
The latter is defined to be equal to N[U/x] when M = 
in1 (U) ,  and respectively to P[V/y], when M = inz(V). 
Constructs associated with functions: Ax : s .M and 
F (M) .  The former is called a lambda abstraction, and 
is a function (as opposed to a term), of type s -+ t ,  
provided that M is a term of type t .  The second 
construct, F ( M ) ,  is a term called function upplzcation 
having type t ,  provided that  F is some function of type 
s 4 t,  and M is a term of type s. Although the type 
s is part of the syntax of Ax : s.M, we shall drop it 
when it is clear from the context. Note that  Ax : s . F ,  
where F is a function, is not a legal construct in MSC, 
nor is Ax : s + t .M,  i.e. no higher order functions are 
allowed. 
Iteration: while(P, F) is some function of type t  --+ t, 
provided that P and F are functions of type t -+ B 
and t  -+ t respectively. 
Constructs associated with collections (these constructs 
work on sequences but also make sense for other kinds 
of collections, like sets and bags [BBW92]): 1, [MI , 
M@N,  j?atten(M), length(M), get(M), and map(F). 
Here 0 denotes the empty sequence, [MI is the single- 
ton sequence, and @ is the append operator. Next, 
def flatten ([xo, . . . , xn-11) = XO@XI@. . . @xn-1, and 
length(M) returns the length of some sequence. get is 
def def def defined by get([x]) = x, get(0) = get([xo, X I ,  . . .I) = 
0. Finally map(F) is a function of type [s] -+ [t], p ~ o -  
vided that F is a function of type s -+ t. Its meanlng 
def is: map(F)([xo,. . . , xn-I]) = [F(zo), . . . , F ( x ~ - I ) ] .  
r Constructs associated only to sequences, and not to 
other kinds of collections: zzp(M, N) ,  enumerate(M), 
and split(M, N). The meanings are: zip([xo,. . . , x,-I], 
def [yo,. . . , yn-11) = [(xo, YO), . . . r (xn-I 1 yn-l)] (zaf) is 
undefined if its two arguments have different lengths), 
def 
enumerate([xo,. . . , xn- l ] )  = [O, . . . , n - 11. Finally 
split(M, N) splits M according to  the numbers con- 
tained in N; e.g. split([a, b, c, d ,  e, f],[3,0,1,0,2]) %f 
[[a, b, c], 0, [dl, 0, [e, f]]. It  is defined only if the sum of 
elements in N equals the length of M. 
Note that  any function in NSC can, in a fixed amount of 
time, only increase the size of its input by some polynomial. 
Had we introduced as a primitive in the language something 
def like ~ ( n )  = [O,. . . , n- 11, which generates an arbitrarily long 
list out of a number, this property would fail. From this 
small set of primitives, we can derive a rich set of functions. 
Some exam~les:  
def Database projections. 11; : [tl x tz] + [ti], 11; = 
map(ai). 
Conditionals. if x = y then M else N is expressed by 
case (x = y) of in l (u)  + M ina(v) j N,  where u,v are 
variables of type unit,  not occurring in M, N .  
Broadcasting. p;?(x, [yo,. . . , yn-I]), which is defined to 
def be [(x, yo), . . . , (x, yn-I)], can be expressed as pz(z, y) = 
map(X(v).(x, v))(Y) and has the type pz : s x [t] -+ [s x t]. 
When x itself is a sequence, p2 (x, y) essentially computes the 
cartesian product of 2: and y. (The name p2 is motivated by 
other considerations [BBW92].) 
Bounded monotone routing. bm-route((u, d), x),  ex- 
pressed as I I l ( f la t ten(map(p2)(zkp(x ,  split(u, d))))), has type 
bm-route : ([s] x [N]) x [t] -+ [t]. bm-route is essentially the 
same operation as secribed in section 2. E.g. bm-route(([uo, 
UI, u2, U O ,  VI], [3,0,2]), [a ,  b ,  c]) = [a, a ,  a ,  c, cl. The bound 
u prohibits us from constructing a very long sequence in 
constant parallel time. An unbounded monotone routing 
m-route : [N] x [t] -+ [t] can be defined in n i S C  (with while), 
but requires more than a constant number of parallel steps. 
This is indeed necessary, since m-route([n], [a]), produces 
the sequence [a, a ,  . . . , a] of lenght n ,  whose size is not poly- 
nomially bounded by the input. Finally, note that in the 
context of nested sequences, our bounded monontone rout- 
ing is not truly "monotone". Indeed, bm-route(([(), ()], [2]), 
[[a, b,  c]]) = [[a, b, c], [a, b, c]], and the relative order of a ,  b 
and c has not been preserved. This forces us to introduce 
sbm-route in the BVRAM model. 
Selections. al : [s + t] + [s], a 2  : [s + t] + [t]. a1 (x)  se- 
lects from some sequence x only those elements which have 
the form in1 (u ) ,  while a 2  (x) selects only the elements of the 
form inz(v). E.g. if x = [in1 (a), in2 (b), in2 (c), inz(d), in1 (e),  
in, (f)], then 01 (2) = [a, el, o2(x) = [b, c, d,  f]. a1 is defined 
by a l (x)  Ef flatten(X(u).case u of in1 (ul) j [ul] in2(u1') + 
[)(x), and a 2  is defined similarly. 
Operations on lists. first and tail can be defined by: 
def 
fdrst(z) = get(get(bm-~oute(([Ol, [I, OI), 
If x is empty, split will produce an error. Similary we can de- 
fine last and remove-last, which return the last element, and 
delete the last element from a sequence, respectively. In gen- 
eral, we can access any element of some sequence of length 
n in O(1) parallel time, and with O(n) work complexity (we 
formally define below the time and work complexity). Using 
map, we can produce an arbitrary permutation in O(1) par- 
allel time, but with an increase of the work complexity to 
0 ( n 2 ) .  Using radix sort in base n E ,  for some arbitrary E > 0, 
we can even compute an arbitrary permutation in O(1) par- 
allel time with O(nl+') work complexity. Alternatively, we 
can use an optimal sorting algorithm (see e.g. [Jaj92]), which 
reduces the work complexity to O(n) by increasing the time 
complexity (e.g the sorting algorithm described in section 5 
has T = O(log n log log n)). Thus, the cost of performing an 
arbitrary permutation is visible in the higher level language. 
The compilation theorem 7.1 is robust enough to hold if 
A'SC is extended with additional primitives, like a general 
permutation permute or scan operations, provided that  cor- 
responding instructions are added to the BVRAM model. 
E.g theorem 7.1 can be extended to prove that  NSC + 
permute can be efficiently compiled into BVRAMSpermute. 
But in its present form theorem 7.1 is stronger, because i t  
proves a general permutation is not necessary in a BVRAM 
in order to compile efficiently a high-level language like NSC. 
This is of importance in view of the high cost of implement- 
ing a general permutation on existing massively parallel ar- 
chitectures [KLGLSSO]. 
As promised, we will give a high-level definition of par- 
allel time complexity T and work complexity W for A'SC 
programs, in an machine independent way. The idea is for 
the parallel complexity of a program to be inferred from 
its structure in the same way in which the sequential com- 
plexity is inferred from the structure of a program in a 
sequential language. In our case, all primitive operations 
(including @ and flatten) take one parallel step, while in 
a map(F)([xo, . . . , xn-I]), the n executions of F are done 
in parallel. The iteration construct however may count for 
several steps hence our definition cannot be done solely by 
induction on programs. This is handled by providing a for- 
mal operational semantics and then counting the depth of 
derivations in it. The work complexity is tied t o  the size of 
the data that is being manipulated. 
Formally, we start by defining S-objects by the gram- 
mar: C ::= () ( n ( (C, C )  1 in1 (C)  ( inz(C) I [C, . . . , C] 
where n E N. We only consider typed S-objects objects. We 
adopt a unit size complexity measure, and define the size 
of some S-object by size(()) = size(n) = 1, size((C, D)) = 
1 + size(C) + size(D), size(in1 (C)) = size(inz(C)) = 1 + 
size(C), size([Co,. . . , Cn-l]) = 1 + Ci=O,n- l  size(Ci). We 
use true and false as abbreviations for inl(()) and in2(()). 
Next, we define the evaluation of some term (also called 
the operational semantics) in a natural semantics style, as 
in [Kah87]. This consists of rules which simultaneously de- 
fine a binary relation M U C meaning that  the term M eval- 
uates to the S-object C and a ternary relation F ( C )  JJ C1 
meaning that the function F applied to  the S-object C eval- 
uates to C'. E.g. if F = Xx.flatten(x)@[100] and C = 
[[3,5], [2]], then F ( C )  J,L [3,5,2,100]. Some representative 
rules are: 
M JJ [Co, . . . , Cm-I] N U [Do,. . . , Dn-I] 
M @ N  J,l [Co,. . . , Cm-I,  Do,. . . , Dn-I] 
F(Co) -!J DO . . . F(Cn-I)  U Dn-1 
map(F)([Co, . . . , Cn-I]) U [Do,. . . , Dn-I] 
P ( C )  -!J false 
while(P, F) (C)  4). C 
P ( C )  JJ true F ( C )  JJ C' while(P, F)(C1) JJ D 
while(P, F ) ( C )  D 
The  complete set of rules is given in appendix B where 
we explain a technical complication caused by the  presence 
of bound variables (lambda abstraction) in the language, 
namely the need t o  use environments as in [Cur88]. 
Thus, t o  evaluate some closed term M, one has to con- 
struct a proof tree, whose nodes are labeled with rules of 
the operational semantics, such that  its root is labeled with 
some rule with conclusion M 4 C. Based on this operational 
semantics, we now define the time and work complexity of 
N S C  in a machine independent way. 
D e f i n i t i o n  3.1 Consider some &C term M .  The time 
and w o r k  c o m p l e x i t y  T ( M ) ,  W ( M )  of M J) C are de- 
fined by induction on the proof of M l) C. The induction 
is done simultaneously with the definition of the time and 
work complexity T ( F ,  C )  and  W ( F ,  C )  of some evaluation 
F ( C )  JJ D, where F is a H S C  function, and C, D are S- 
objects. Except for  the rules for map and  while, for  every 
rule of the form: 
we define: 
where SIZE is the total size of all S-objects mentioned in the 
rule (in the premises and  the conclusion, including the en- 
varonments). For the map-rule, the definition of W remains 
the same, while the definition of T becomes: 
(this corresponds to the fact that the function is applied in 
parallel on all objects in  the sequence). For the while rule we 
do not include in SIZE the size of the output D (otherwise, 
the final output D of while would be counted as many times 
as  many iterations are performed by while). More precisely, 
if the East rule of while(P, F ) ( C )  U D was: 
P ( C )  JJ true F ( C )  JJ C' while(P, F)(C1) JJ D 
while(P, F ) ( C )  JJ D 
then: 
T(whi le (P ,F) ,C)  ef l + T ( P , C ) + T ( F , C ) +  
T(while(P, F ) ,  C') 
W(w/zile(P, F ) ,  C )  ef size(C) + size(C1) + 
W ( P ,  C )  + W ( F ,  C )  + 
W(while(P, F ) ,  c') 
(i.e. size(D) is not included explicitly in W(while(P, F), C))  
The  language n i S C  together with its notions of time and 
work complexity is a model of parallel computation in its 
own right but parallel algorithms are most commonly given 
in terms of one of the several known flavors of PRAM. To 
facilitate comparisons, we offer the following efficient simu- 
lation (NSC's versio~l of Brent's scheduling principle, as it  
were): 
P r o p o s i t i o n  3.2 Any n/SC function of time complexity T 
and work complexity W can be simulated on  a C R E W  P R A M  
with scan primitives using p processors with asymptotic com- 
plexity O(T + Wlp). 
Proof. (Sketch) Given some function f in N S C ,  first 
flatten f for an extended version of a BVRAM, with un- 
bounded many vector registers and indirect addressing (es- 
sentially the VRAM of [BlegO], but with the  communication 
primitives described in section 2). T h e  resulting extended- 
BVRAM program has the same time and work complexity 
as f :  see remark 7.3. Next use the simulation of a n  ex- 
tended BVRAM on a CREW with scan primitives, in the 
spirit of [BlegO]. We need a C R E W  instead of a EREW in 
order t o  simulate bm-route and sbm-route. 
4 Expressing m a p - r e c u r s i v e  functions in H S C  
Although it is described in a concise, mathematical style 
(notice that  we called it  a "calculus" rather than a L'lan- 
guage") N S C  can be easily extended t o  a more user-friendly 
language, by allowing a certain amount of block structure: 
definitions of global/local variables and of nonrecursive func- 
tions. There is a straightforward translation of such an ex- 
tension back into N S C ,  which we omit from this extended 
abstract. Accomodating recursive functions though, is a 
more delicate problem, which we address here. 
Consider the following limited form of recursion: 
Def in i t ion  4.1 A function definition is map-recursive if 
i t  has the form 
First, i t  is easy for a compiler to  check whether a recur- 
sive definition is of this form (in contrast, containment [BlegO] 
is an undecidable property). Second, this form is general 
enough t o  express many existent parallel algorithms: tail re- 
cursive definitions, and what is usually meant by divide-and- 
conquer recursion (for instance the worked example in sec- 
tion 5) are map-recursive. Here are some recursion schemata 
and a sketch of how t o  convert them into maprecursive form 
(and in the process "parallelize" them) : 
fun g(x) = if p(x) then s(x)  else c(g(dl(x)), g(d2(x))) 
fun h(x) = if p(x) then s(x)  else c(h(d(x))) 
fun k(x) = if p(x) then s(x)  else 
if p'(x) then c (k(d~(x) ) ,  k(dz(x))) 
else cl(k(d: (x)),  k(dL(x)), k(dL(x))) 
For g, we construct a list of lenght 2, and recursively map 
g on it (Quicksort has this form). For h, the list will have 
length 1 (tail recursion is a particularization of this form). k 
is more interesting, since it divides its input into either two 
or three subproblems. Note tha t  i t  is not contained [BleSD], 
so the compilation techniques described here work on some 
cases on which those of [Ble90] don't. In  converting k, the 
list will have length 1, 3 or 4, where the  first element is a 
tag, and k is slightly modified t o  return the identity on the 
tag (a  sum of types is used here). 
The  first of our two main results states tha t  maprecursion 
can be translated (in a source-to-source manner) into a N S C  
expression, while preserving its time complexity and "al- 
most" preserving i ts  work complexity. 
Theorem 4.2 Consider some function f defined in JdSC 
extended with map-recursion, with time and step complex- 
ity T, W .  Then, for any E > 0, one can construct a func- 
tion f' in  n i S C  which is equivalent to f and which has time 
and  work complexity T' = O(T) and  W' = O ( w l + ' )  re- 
spectively. Moreover, if the divade and  conquer tree of f is 
balanced, then W' = O(W).  
Proof. For illustration, we consider only the function g 
from above. Suppose the types are: g : s + t ,  d l ,  dz : s -+ s, 
and c : t x t + t .  Not surprisingly, g can be  expressed in 
N R A ,  without recursion, in two steps, called divide phase 
and combine phase in [MH88]: 
Divide Phase Start  with the  singleton sequence y = [x] 
of type [s], and apply repeatedly the function flatten 
o map(Xx.if p(x) then [x] else [dl(x),dz(x)]) having 
the type [s] + [s], until all i ts elements satisfy the 
predicate p. (We need to tag the elements resulting 
from [x], t o  avoid applying p repeatedly on them; we 
omit the details.) Call y the  resulting sequence. 
Combine Phase Start  by map-ing the function s on y, 
and then apply repeatedly c to  adjacent elements of 
y: some additional bookkeeping is necessary to  make 
sure c i s  applied t o  the correct pairs (e.g., i t  suffices t o  
store the depth in the divide and conquer tree for each 
element in y,  and only combine adjacent elements if 
they have the same depth). Stop when there is only 
one element in the resulting list. 
Obviously, the  translated g will have time complexity 
O(T).  T h e  work complexity is also preserved, in the case in 
which the divide an conquer tree for the computation of g(x) 
is ~ e r f e c t l v  balanced. When the is unbalanced. the leaves 
which are reached sooner have t o  coexists in the same se- 
quence with those nodes which need more divide steps, thus 
adding t o  the total work complexity. Let v be the number of 
different levels in the divide and conquer tree which contain 
leaves E.g. in an almost perfectly balanced tree, u = 1 or 
v = 2, while in  a total  "unbalanced" tree, v can be equal to  
the  total number of leaves, but still u 5 W(g, x) .  We can 
compute u in time and work complexity O(T) ,O(W),  by 
simulating only the  divide phase, without retaining the re- 
sults. Let e > 0. We improve the dividephase, such that  the 
time and work complexities of the translation of g into n/SC 
become O(T) and O(ue W )  respectively. Namely, we s tar t  
with $ + 1 variables zi, i = 0, . . . , 1, initialized t o  0, and 
with y initialized t o  the singleton [xj. We apply repeatedly 
the divide phase on y; whenever some leaves are reached, we 
move them into 20. We only allow zo to be touched us times, 
after which we move its entire content into 21, and empty 
20. We repeat this process, but  only allow zl t o  be touched 
u" times, a t  which point, we empty z l ,  by moving every- 
thing into zz. In general, we allow z; t o  accumulate only uE 
times, after which we empty it ,  by moving everything into 
z,+l.  Obviously, a number of v" levels of leaves must be 
discovered, before making one move into zi; thus, z l  will 
be filled exactly once, with the leaves from all v levefs. To 
compute the total additional work complexity, observe that  
each leave travels exactly once through zo, z l ,  . . . , z ~ ,  and 
in each z, is "touched" exactly u' times. Thus, the total 
work complexity is bounded by ( $  + 1)u'W = O(uCW).  
Of course, rather complicated bookkeeping is necessary to  
keep all elements in zi sorted. The combzne phase is done 
similarly, but  in reverse. 
The  technique of theorem 4.2 seems t o  extend t o  more 
general recursion schemas than the  limited recursion. T h e  
- 
main kind of recursion to which this technique does not ap- 
ply is one in which some recursive call to  f u s e s  an argument 
which is computed with a recursive call itself, in  the style of 
the Ackerman function: A(x, y) = A(x - 1, A(x,  y - 1)). We 
argue that  very few practical algorithms make indeed use of 
such recursion schemas. 
5 An O(1og n log log n)  Mergesort Algorithm Ex- 
pressed in JVSC 
As evidence for the practical expressiveness of JVSC we de- 
scribe in it  Valiant's fast mergesort algorithm [Val75, Jaj921, 
see the program in figures 1, 2, 3. As we have explained a t  
the beginning of section 4 we are free to  use block struc- 
ture (we choose a syntax close t o  ML [MTHSO]). More im- 
portantly, in view of theorem 4.2 we are free to  use map- 
recursive definitions, or other recursive schenlas which are 
convertible to  map-recursion. T h e  main function mergesort 
in figure 1 has the same recursion schema as the function g 
of section 4 and hence can be converted t o  a maprecursive 
form. Its parallel time complexity is O(1og n log log n). 
The fast, O(log log m )  time merge function exhibits a 
more complicated kind of map-recursion. To merge two 
sequences A = [ao, . . . , a,-~], B = [bo, . . . , bn-11, we di- 
vide A into [m subsequences of length 5 fi; let AA = 
[AD, . . . , A6-1] be the resulting nested sequence. Next, 
we find for each subsequence Ai the  corresponding subse- 
quence Bi in B ,  with which A; has to  be  merged, and 
apply recursively merge on all pairs (Ai, B,) ;  let BB = 
[Bo, . . . , Bfi-l]. Thus, the general structure of merge is: 
fun merge(A, B )  = 
if length(A) 5 2 then direct-merge(A, B )  
else let . . . compute AA, B B  as explained 
in f la t ten(map(merge)(z ip(AA,  B B ) ) )  end 
which can be obviously translated into a map-recursion. 
Fieures 2 and 3 contain some auxiliarv functions used in 
" 
merge. The  function index(C, I) expects a sorted sequence 
of indexes I = [io,. . . , ~ k - 1 1  and, for C = [Co, . . . , C,-I], 
returns the sequence [Ci,, . . . , C,,-,I: i t  has constant time 
complexity and work complexity = O(n + k). The  func- 
tion indersplit(C, I )  splits C according t o  the  indexes in I ,  
again provided that  I is sorted, with similar time and work 
complexity. We use the construct filter(P) : [t] + [t], which 
for some predicate P : t -+ returns the sequence of all 
elements satifying P. I t  is expressibel in JdSC by: 
filter(P)(x) = flatten(rnup(Xu.if P ( u )  then[%] else [)(x)) 
The functions first, tail, last, remove-last and bm-route 
are defined in section 3. 
Using the techniques described in [Jaj92], the merge func- 
tion can be transformed to become optimal, i.e. t o  reduce its 
work complexity from O((m + n) log log m))  t o  O ( m  + n).  
This also gives us an optimal (i.e. with O(n1og n)  work 
complexity), O(1og n log log n)-time sorting function. T h e  
divide-and-conquer trees for both the sorting and the merg- 
ing function are balanced, hence the translation of theo- 
rem 4.2 gives us an optimal O(log n log log n)-time sorting 
function in AfSC. 
fun  mergesort (A)  = 
if l eng th (A)  < 1 then A 
else let  val n = l eng th (A)  
val AA = sp l i t (A ,  [ n  - 1212, n / 2 ] )  
i n  merge(mergesort(first(AA), 
mergesor t ( las t (AA) ) ) )  
end 
fun  merge(A ,  B )  = 
if length(A)  5 2 then direct-merge(A, B )  
else 
let val m = l eng th (A)  
val n = l eng th (B)  
val A' = sqrt-positions(A) 
val B' = sqrt-positions(B) 
(* A', B' have lengths Jm and & respectively *) 
val R' = direct-rank(A1, B') 
val B B 1  = sqrt-split(B) 
(* split B into f i  blocks *) 
val a-B =  zap(^', i n d e x ( B B 1 ,  R ' ) )  
(* group each a' with its block *) 
val RR' = m a P ( r a n k - o n e ) ( a S )  
(* rank each a' in its block *) 
val R = m a p ( X ( z ,  Y ) . ( x  -- 1 )  * &+ y) 
( z i p ( R 1 ,  R R ' ) )  
val AA = sqrt-splitA 
val BB = i n d e x ~ p l i t ( B ,  R )  
i n  fEatten(map(merge)(zip(AA, B B ) ) )  
end 
fun index(C,  I )  = 
let val n = length(C)  
val k = length(1) 
val zero-to-k = enumera te ( I )@[k]  
val d e l t a 1  = m a p ( - ) ( z i p ( I @ [ n ] ,  [O]@I)) 
val P = bm-route((C, d e l t a l ) ,  zero-to&) 
val d e l t a P  = m a p ( l ) ( z i p ( ~ ,  remove-last([O]@P))) 
i n  bm-route((1, delta-P),  C )  
end 
fun i ndexsp l i t (C ,  I )  = 
let val n = length(C)  
i n  sp l i t (C ,  m a p ( l ) ( z i p ( l @ [ n ] ,  [OIQI)))  
end 
Figure 3: The functions index and indexspl i t .  
6 Theoretical Expressive Power 
In this section we give evidence that  n / S C  is not too restric- 
tive, as a tool for designing parallel algorithms. Namely, 
let C R C W - T I M E - P R O C ( T ( n ) ,  P ( n ) )  be the set of functions 
computable on a C R C W  PRAM in time T ( n )  using P ( n )  
processors, and n / S C - T I M E - W O R K ( T ( n ) ,  W ( n ) )  the set of 
functions expressible in H S C  with time and work complex- 
ity T ( n ) ,  W ( n ) .  
Proposition 6.1 For T ( n ) ,  W ( n ) ,  that  are suitable ( i n  the 
sense of[SV84]) ,  we have: 
Figure 1: Valiant's O(1og nloglog n )  sorting algorithm. 
C R C W -  TIME-  P R O C ( O ( T ( n ) ) ,  O ( W ( n ) ) )  E 
N S C -  TIME-  W O R K ( O ( T ( n ) ) ,  W ( n ) O ( l f )  
fun rank-one(a, B )  = length(filter(Xb.b 5 a ) ( B ) )  
fun  direct-rank(A, B )  = map(Xa.rank-one(a, B ) ) ( A )  
fun sqrt-positions(C) = 
l e t  val n = l eng th (C)  
val I = filter(Xi.i m o d 6  = O)(enumerate(C))  
i n  i ndex (C ,  I )  
end 
fun sqrt-split(C) = 
i n d e z s p l i t ( C ,  sqrt-positions(enumerate(C))) 
fun  direct-merge(A, B )  = 
let val R = direc+rank(A, B )  
val B B  = i n d e x s p l i t ( B ,  R) 
i n  f i r s t ( B B ) @  
f?atten(rnap(X(a, B ) . [ a ] @ B ) ( z i p ( A ,  t a i l ( B B ) ) ) )  
end 
More, we get equality, if i n  the definition of N S C  we restrict 
the arithmetic operations t o  the set C = {+, -1, and if we 
def 
replace the unit size complexity ( s i ze (n )  = 1 - see section 3) 
def 
with the logarithmic size complexity ( s i ze (n )  = log n ) ,  i n  
the definition of the work complexity of H S C .  
The proof uses a theorem in [SV84], credited to Ruzzo 
and Tompa, relating CRCW PRAM'S to  Alternating Turing 
Machines, and is omitted from this extended abstract. Using 
the above proposition and proposition 3.2 we can establish 
that NC coincides with the functions in H S C  with polylog- 
arithmic time and polynomial work complexity. Recall that  
N S C  is parameterized b y  a set C of arithmetic operations. 
Proposition 6.2 Suppose all ardthmetic operations i n  C are 
in  NC. Then:  
7 Efficient Compilation of N S C  to  BVRAM 
Theorem 7.1 (Compilation Theorem) For every func- 
t ion f i n  JV'SC with t ime and work complexity T ,  W ,  there is 
a BVRAM, M ,  such that: VE > 0 ,  there is some program P 
Figure 2: Auxiliary functions used in merge. for M ,  equivalent to f ,  having t ime  complexity T' = O ( T )  
and W' = O ( W 1 + ' ) .  
Note tha t ,  in contrast t o  theorem 4.2, the number of reg- 
isters only depends on f and not on E .  A while-construct 
can be rewritten as a tail recursive function, hence is con- 
tained, according t o  the definition in [BlegO], and therefore 
the compilation technique described there (for a VRAM, 
with unbounded many vector registers) preserves its step 
and work complexity. However, we cannot apply that  com- 
pilation technique here. Indeed, when viewed as tail recur- 
sive function, the work complexity of while may increases 
significantly, because the final result after iterating n steps 
is touched n additional times, as the tail recursive function 
returns from its calls. In the definition of the work com- 
plexity for while, these n additional touches are not counted 
(see definition 3.1). So the tail recursive translation has a 
higher work complexity than the original while construct. 
We need a stronger compilation technique in order to  stay 
within the lower work complexity. Moreover, we also only 
have a bounded number of vector registers. 
T h e  proof goes through the  following steps: 
Variable Elimination. We translate N S C  into a rather 
similar, but variable free language called Nested Rela- 
tional Algebra, M S A .  T h e  new language only contains 
functions f s + t ,  i.e. no terms. Some term M in N S C ,  
of type t and with free variables X I  : s l , .  . . , x, : s,, 
will be translated into afunction f~ : sl x . .  . x s, 7- t 
in n/SA. T h e  primitive functions and the constructs 
in MSdcorrespong roughly to  those in MSC, with only 
one additional primitive: the function pz : s x [t] + 
[s x t] (see section 3 for its definition). The step and 
work complexity of functions expressed in n / S C  and 
&A are the same. We omit the description of M S A  
from this extended abstract; i t  can be found in ap- 
pendix C. 
Flattening. We define a language for flat sequences, 
called Sequence Algebra S A ,  and translate n/Sd into 
S A .  Namely, for any E > 0, we show how to translate 
a function f of M S A  with time and work complexity 
T, W into an equivalent function in Sd (thus using 
only flat types), with time and work complexity O(T)  
and O(W1+E).  Of course, any function in S A  can be 
expressed in MSd with the same time and work com- 
plexity. 
We show tha t  SA and BVRAM are eauivalent. in the 
sense that  any function in S A  can be simulated by a 
BVRAM with the same time and work complexity, and 
conversely. One direction of this equivalence helps us 
completing the compilation, while the other direction 
allows us t o  perform optimizations a t  the level of the 
language S A ,  instead of BVRAM. 
7.1 The Sequence Algebra, S A  
The Sequence Algebra, S A ,  only has p a t  types. More pre- 
cisely, we define first scalar types by the grammar: s ::= 
unit I N ( s x s I s + s ,  and next define the fiat types by the 
grammar: t ::= unit I [s] ( t x t I t + t. 
Sd was designed by choosing some set of functions ex- 
pressible in N S A  (or, equivalent, n / S C )  over flat types, 
which seemed t o  be enough t o  allow the language n/Sd 
to be translated (flattened) into S A .  In addition, S A  is 
defined in an inductive way, which enables us t o  prove, by 
induction, properties about the functions expressible in S A ,  
e.g. lemma 7.2. Sd stands in the  same relationship t o  M S A  
as the relational algebra stands t o  the nested relational al- 
gebra [AB88]. 
Similar to  JVSA, SA is a variable-free language, contain- 
ing some primitive functions, and a set of rules for combin- 
ing them in order to  get more complex functions. We briefly 
describe SA below. A complete description of the  language 
can be found in appendix D. 
Error, viewed as a function 0 : unit -+ t. 
map' s of scalar functions, map(p) : [s] -+ [s'], where 
p : s -+ s' is a scalar function, i.e., informally, a func- 
tion defined in NSA (or, equivalently N S C )  having 
only scalar types as  input, output,  and intermediate 
types, and without while. 
Operations on sequences: the empty sequence 1, ap- 
pend @, length of a sequence, defined as length(x) = 
[n], where n is the length of x ,  zip, bm-route, sbm-route, 
selections 01, u2 (see section 3),  and the emptyness test 
empty?, of type [s] + B. 
Functions over flat types: the identity id : t -+ t ,  
composition of functions go f ,  projections x;  : 11 x t 2  -+ 
t , ,  pairing of functions (f, g), injections ini : t ,  -+ 
t l  +tz ,  and sum of functions fi + f2 : tl +t2 -+ t ,  where 
f c  : tc  + t (an if construct can be derived from this). 
def 
The latter is defined by: (fl + fZ)(inl (z)) = f l (z )  
and (fl + fi)(inz(x)) ef f2(x). 
Iteration: while(p, f )  is a function of type t + t ,  when- 
ever f : t -+ t and p : t + B (recall that  B = unit+unit 
and, thus, is a type of S d ) .  
As for MSC we define the the  time and work complexity 
for some evaluation f (C) U, where f is a function in SA and 
C is i ts  input ( a  flat S-object). Note tha t  in the absence of 
a general map there is no nested parallelism in SA. 
Although SA does not contain nested types, like [N x 
[N x N]], i t  is strong enough t o  allow such types t o  be en- 
coded into flat types. T h e  key technical tool for tha t  is 
to  encode some nonflat type [t], where t is a flat type, by 
some flat type SEQ(t).  For this we use segment descrip- 
tors, as in [BlegO]. Formally, we transform some P a t  type 
t into another flat type SEQ(t) ,  defined by induction on 
t: (1) SEQ(unit) ef [[N (2) SEQ([s]) Ef [[N x [s], (3)  
SEQ(t  x t') %f SEQ(t) x SEQ(t1), (4) SEQ(t  + t') ef 
[B] x SEQ(t) x SEQ(tl).  T h e  idea is tha t  SEQ(t) ,  although 
a flat type, can encode sequences of elements from t ,  i.e. 
values of type [t]. T h e  main technical fact enabeling us to  
prove efficient compilation is the following map lemma. 
Lemma 7.2 (The Map Lemma) . Let f : t + t' be 
some function in S A ,  and  let T, W be the time and  work 
complexity of map(f) (recall that map(f) is in MSC, but 
not in SA). Then, for every E > 0, there exdsts some func- 
tion SE&(f )  : SEQ(t) -+ SEQ(tl)  in S d ,  of time complex- 
ity O(T) and work complexity O(W'+~) ,  which simulates 
rnap(f) : [t] -+ [t']. More, the structure of SEQ(f )  i s  inde- 
pendent of e ,  which implies that "number of vector registers" 
used by S E Q ( f )  is independent of E .  
Proof. (Sketch) This is done by induction on the  struc- 
ture of f .  When f is map of a scalar function, SEQ(f )  is 
essentially the same map. When f is some operation on 
a sequence, we only mention that SEQ(empty?)  is essen- 
tially a selection, SEQ(a1)  essentially 01, SEQ(bm-route) 
is a sbm-route, while SEQ(sbm-route) is another sbm-route. 
The only difficult case is when f is while(p, g) .  We describe 
very informally how to  compute SEQ(while(p, g ) ) ( x ) ,  with 
x = [xo, . .  . ,a,-11, of a BVRAM. We could use the same 
idea as in theorem 4.2, but then the number of registers 
would depend on E .  Suppose x is in register %. We will use 
only two additional registers, Vl and V2, which are initially 
empty. Let ti be the number of iterations of while(p, g ) ( x , ) ,  
and assume without loss of generality that  to < t l  < . . . < 
t,-1 (we conceptually group all xi's having the same t ; ) ,  
which implies ti > i. Let 6 = n ' ,  wi = W(whi le (p ,g) ,  x i )  
and r = $ - 1. For the moment, assume that in the sequence 
x , ,  g ( x , ) ,  g ( 2 ) ( x i ) ,  . . ., the last value (on position t i )  has the 
smallest size, denoted by s,, so s,t; 5 wi.  The sinlulation 
proceeds in r stages. The first stage starts by repeatedly ap- 
plying S E Q ( g )  on x: whenever some xi 's  reach the end of the 
iteration, move them into VI, until the first +(i n') values 
are extracted from VO, namely x i ,  i = 1, a. The additional 
work complexity due to repeatedly touching the values in 
Vl is O ( n e W ) .  At this point, we move the entire into 
V2. For each of the remaining stages k = 1, r - 1 ,  apply 
repeatedly SEQ(g)  on x ,  and move, when they terminate, 
the elements x, ,  i = -, from VO to K: at the end 
of stage k ,  we move the entire Vl into V2. The additional 
work complexity due to repeatedly touching some element 
- 
xi in VI at  this stage is 5 s;+. But since i 2 -, 
we have that  t ,  2 i 2 +$, hence the additional work 
complexity for xi is 5 sitiS 5 w i n E ,  which, when added 
up, accounts for only O ( n e W )  for stage k ,  which adds up 
to at  most O ( $ n E W )  = O ( n E W )  for all r stages. During 
all r stages, V2 is touched only r times, for an additional 
O ( W )  work complexity. At the end of the last stage, all 
xi's (i = 1, n) end up in V2, so V2 contains the result of 
SEQ(while(p, g ) ) ( x ) .  
Finally we have to show how to  define SEQ(while(p, g ) ) ( x )  
.- , . .  . 
in the general case, when the sequence X i ,  g ( z i j ,g ( ' ) (x i ) ,  . . . , 
. .~ . . 
g ( t s )  has a minimum size on some position mi which is not 
necessarily the last one. In that  case we first compute m,, 
for each i :  this can be done with complexities O ( T )  and 
O ( W ) ,  by simply applying SEQ(g)  repeatedly, and elimi- 
nating those elements which reach the end of their itera- 
tion. Next we split the whole iteration SEQ(while(p, g))(x) 
in two parts, essentially by synchronizing the n parallel iter- 
ations at  the moment when they reach their minimum size, 
namely: ( 1 )  perform the n parallel iterations, as described 
above, but stop the iteration over xi at  stept mi, (2) con- 
tinue the n parallel iterations, from step m, to t , ,  using the 
same technique, but in reverse (because now the minumum 
sizes are at  the beginning). 
n 
result with V I .  The additional work complexity for the com- 
bine phase due to  xl is s,i ,  which bounded by w i ,  because of 
our assumption about si.  W e  can extend the simulation to 
the case when the smallest sizes s ,  are reached at arbitrary 
moments, using the same technique as above. 
Finally, we flatten the language n/SA into SA. We start 
by flattening the types. For every type s of n/SA, we define 
COMPILE(s)  to be a flat type, which encodes s. Namely: 
def COMPILE(unit)  - unit 
C O M P I L E ( N )  %f [ N ]  
Also, we define the functions encode, : s -* COMPILE(s)  
and decode, : COMPILE(s)  -+ s in &A, with time com- 
plexity O ( 1 )  and work complexity linear in the size of the 
input, with the property decode,(encode,(x)) = x ,  for every 
x E s. The definition of the functions encode and decode 
are rather standard, and are omitted from this extended 
abstract. 
Finally, we can prove: 
Proposition 7.4 Let f : s + s f  be some function in  a d  
with time and work complexity T ,  W .  Then, for every E > 
0, there is some function COMPILE ( f )  : COMPILE(s)  + 
COMPILE(sr )  in  SA which "simulates f ", i.e. for every 
x ,  COMPILE( f ) (encode(x) )  = encode(f ( x ) ) ,  wdth time and 
work complezn'ty O ( T ) ,  O ( W 1 + ' ) .  Moreover, f' requires "the 
same number of B V R A M  registers" for every E .  
Proof. (Sketch) By induction on the structure of f .  
All cases are straightforward, except for the case when f = 
map(g) ,  where we use the Map lemma. 
7.2 Equivalence of S A  and BVRAM 
The types in SA are slightly richer than those of the BVRAM: 
SA allows for types like [unit + N + N x N ]  + [N x N ]  x 
[ N ]  + unit,  while the types on the BVRAM are only of the 
form [ N ]  x . . . x [ N ] .  However, encoding of SA types into 
BVRAM types is straightforward. 
Proposition 7.5 SA and BVAM are equivalent, i.e. any 
function f in  SA with time and work complexity T ,  W can 
be simulated on a B V R A M  with the same time and work 
complexity, and conversely. 
Proof. Simulating some function of Sd by a BVRAM 
program is easily done by induction on the structure of that  
Remark 7.3 Had we had arbitrarily many registers instead function. The converse is slightly more involved. Indeed, let 
of a bounded number, we could have designed S E Q ( f )  with r be the number of registers of a BVRAM M ,  and h some 
t ime and work c o m ~ l e x i t y  O ( T )  and O ( W )  (instead O ( T )  function in SA of type [ N ]  x ([N])'  - [ N ]  x ([N]) '  performing 
and O ( W 1 + ' ) ,  which is used in  the proof of proposition 3.2. one step of the program of M (where the program counter is 
Indeed, for f =  while(^, !I),  assume again that, V i  = 1, n ,  the encoded by a singleton sequence, on the first position). By 
smallest size, denoted si, in  the sequence xi ,  g ( ~ s ) , g ( ~ ' ( x t ) ,  iterating h we indeed achieve the desired time complexity, 
. . . , g ( t z ) ( z i )  is on  the last position. Then SEQ(while(p, g ) )  but not the work complexity, since at  each step, the function 
is simulated by placing, upon completion, each element xi h touches all T registers. To avoid this, we define a sequence 
in some different register x. A t  the end we have to com- of r functions f,, i = 1, T .  The inputs and outputs for f, are: 
bine the registers Vl,  . . . , V,, which we do in  the following the values of the i "smallest" resgisters, a t  some particular 
order: combine V, with VnP1, the result with V,-Z, . . . , the moment, the indexes of these i registers, the size S of the 
next largest register, and the program counter. f ,  iterates 
the one-step function as long as it only affects the a registers 
it sees, and as long as all the i sizes stay less than S .  If any 
of these conditions is violated, f, stops. To do its job, f, 
calls f,-1, which iterates steps on M by only looking at  the 
smallest i - 1 registers: when f i - 1  finishes, f, tries to do 
one more step by taking into account the i's smalles register 
as well, which f,-1 ignores. If it cannot, then it returns (to 
f,+l). Else, it performs the operation, and calls fi-l again, 
possibly with a different set of i - 1 registers, from the set 
of z registers it sees. 
Although only one direction of proposition is actually 
needed for the compilation theorem 7.1, the converse is sig- 
nificant from the point of view of optimizations: it implies 
that  any optimizations done for the BVRAM can also be 
performed at  the level of the Sd language. 
8 Conclusions 
We intend to use niSC as a core for a "real" parallel language 
for querying nested collections, by adding proven features 
such as those encountered in functional languages like ML. 
Guaranteed complexity bounds such as those emerging from 
this paper can serve as useful guidelines for language design, 
especially in the database area. Of course, the techniques 
we have used in the translation of map-recursion and in the 
unnesting of nested parallelism need to be validated by prac- 
tical implementations. Equally important is to continue to 
investigate the practical expressiveness of MSC by attempt- 
ing to represent various known efficient parallel algorithms. 
Another direction of investigation is to develop optimization 
techniques for this language by using ideas that have been 
proved useful in databases. 
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A The Nested Sequence C a l c u l u s  n i S C  
We define a t y p e  con tex t  r to be a set of the form r = { X I  : s l ,  . . . , x ,  : s,), where x ,  are variables and s, are types. We 
write I' b M : t ,  or r b F : s -+ t ,  when we want to say that, under the type assumptions of I?, the term M has type t ,  or 
the function F has type s -4 t .  Below are the rules defining the language. Recall that B %* unit + unit. 
Variables, Errors ,  Constants ,  Ar i thme t i c  
T y p e  p r o d u c t s  
r b M : s , T  b N : t  T b M : s x t  r b M : s x t  
r b () : unit b ( M , N )  : s x  t I? b * ~ ( M ) : s  r b a z ( M ) : t  
1 T y p e  s u m s  
Funct ions  
I t e r a t ion  
Collections 
r b M : t  r b ~ : [ t ]  r b ~ : [ t ]  r b M : [[t]]  
I>I3:[tl b [MI : [t] b M @ N :  [t] r b fEatten(M) : [t] 
r b M : [ti r D M : [ti r b ~ : ~ - + t  
r b length(M) : N b g e t ( M )  : t b mup(F)  : [s] -+ [t] 
/ Sequences  
r ~ M : [ s ]  r b ~ : [ t ]  r b M : [t] r b ~ : [ t ]  r ~ N : [ N ]  
r b zip(M, N )  : [ s  x t ]  I? b enumerate(M) : [ N ]  r b  lit(^, N )  : [[t]]  
Weakening 
B Operational Semantics 
We define an environment to be a finite set of the form p = { X I  = C I ,  . . . , xn = C,}, where X I , .  . . , x, are variables, and 
C1,. . . , Cn are S-objects. We say that p is associated to some type context I? iff p and I? mention exactly the same variables 
and if the type of Ci is the type of the variable xi in I'. 
The following rules define the ternary relation p r  M JJ C and the 4-ary relation p l F(C)  J,l C' ,  where p is associated to 
some type context I' such that I' b M : t ,  or I? b f : s -+ t respectively. 
Variables, Errors, Constants, Arithmetic 
l (similar for all op E E and =) p r M + N U m + n  
Type products 
I Type sums 
P @ M U C  P ~ M U C  p r M U i n l ( C )  x = C , p r N U D  
p l in1 ( M )  U in1 ( C )  p l inz (M)  .U- i n ~ ( C )  p l case M of in1 ( x )  + N I ina(x)  j P U D 
Functions 
Iteration 
p l P ( C )  J) false p 4 P ( C )  JJ true p 4 F ( C )  U C' p r  while(P, F ) ( C t )  JJ D 
p r  while(P, F ) ( C )  C p r  while(P, F )  ( C )  U D 
Collections 
P ~ M U C  p.MUICo ,... Cm-l] p * N U [ D o  ,..., Dn-l] 
P.OUO P*[MIU[CI  M@N J.l [Co,. . . , Cm-I ,  Do,. . . , Dm-I] 
P l M U [[Coo, C O I ,  . . .], [ G o ,  C I I , .  .], . . .] p r M J J [ C o ,  . . . ,  Cn-i] 
p ef iatten(M) U [Coo,Col,. . , Clo, ( 3 1 1 , .  . .] p r  length(M) U n 
P l M U [CI P • F(Co) J,l DO . . . P l F(Cn-I)  J) Dn-1 
p r ge t (M)  U C p r  map(F)([Co, . . . , Cn-I] )  JJ [Do,. . . , Dn-I] 
Sequences 
p .  M U [CO, . . . , Cn-11 p N U [DO,.  . . , Dn-I] P O  M l. [CO,.  . . ,Cn-I] 
p r  zip(M, N )  .U. [(Co, Do), . . . , (Cn-I ,  Dn-I)] p enumerate(M) JJ. [O, . . . , n - l ]  
p l M U [Co, . . . Cno+...+n,-l] p l N U [no,. . . , nm-I] 
p l spEit(M, N )  U [ [CO, .  . ., Cno-I], [Cn,, . . . , Cno+n,-~], . . . , [Cno+ ...+ n,-,, . . . , Cno+...+n,,,-,]I 
Weakening 
C The Nested Sequence Algebra N S d  
Errors, Constants, Arithmetic 1 
 EN op E C 
f l t  : unit  -+ t n : uni t  -f N  o p : N x N - + N  -. .NxN-+ l tB  
finction identity and composition 
Type products 
fl : s i t 1  f 2 : s - + t z  




0 : uni t  + [t] singleton : t + [ t]  @ : [ t]  x [t] -+ [ t]  flatten : [ [ t ] ]  + [ t ]  
f : s i t  
length : [ t]  -+ N  g e t : [ t ] + t  m a p ( f ) : [ s ] - + [ t ]  
Sequences 
zip : [s]  x  [t] -+ [ s  x  t] enumerate : [t] - N  split : [ t]  x  [ N ]  - [[t]] 
Broadcast This replaces the "free variables" present in N S C .  
p2 : s x  [ t]  + [ s  x t]  
The evaluation relation f ( C )  J,l C ' ,  for f some function in N S d  of type s -+ t and C , C 1  S-objects of type s and t 
respectively, is defined in a way similar to the definition for h l S C ,  but simpler because functions in N S A  do not have 
free variables, hence there is no need for an environment. The time and work complexity T ( f ,  C )  and W ( f ,  C )  are defined 
accordingly. 
Proposition C.l A n y  closedfunction f E JV'SC with t ime and work complexity T ,  W is expressible i n  niSA by some function 
f' with t ime and work complexity O ( T ) ,  O ( W ) ,  and vice versa. Thus ,  N S C  a n d n / S A  have the same expressive power. 
D The Sequence Algebra SA 
Scalar types are: s  ::= u n i t  ( N I s  x s  I s  + s.  Scalar functions : s  -+ s' are given by: 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Constants, Arithmetic 
n € N  o p  E C 
n : u n i t  -+ N o p : N x N - + N  -. . N x N + l t d  
Function identity and composition 
p : s - s '  $ J : s f 4 s "  
i d ,  : s  -+ s  ? J ~ o p : s + s ~ ~  
Scalar type products 
$ 7 1 : s + s 1  p 2 : s - + s 2  
!s : s -+ u n i t  T I  : s i  x s2 + 31 x2 : 31 x 3 2  -+ s2 (91, v2) : s  -+ S l  x  s2 
Scalar type sums 
p1 : S l  -+ s  672 : 52 + s  
i n 1  : s l  + s l  + sz in2 : 32 -+ s1 + s2 $91 + p2 : SI + sz -+ s  6 :  (31 + s 2 )  x s - S l  x s + s 2  X t  
(Cont'd next page) 
Flat types  are: t ::= uni t  I [ s ]  ( t x t I t + t. Functions in S A  f : t + tt are given by: 
f : t i t t  g : t t + t "  
idt : t -+ t g o  f : t i t t t  
Errors and Scalar operations 
p : s + s t  a scalar function 
Q~ : unit  + t 
 map(^) : 131 -+ [s'l 
Function identity and composition 
Flat type products 
f l : t + t l  f 2 : t - + t 2  
! t  : t + un i t  n l  : t l  x t 2  - tl xz : tl x t 2  i t2 ( f i ,  f i )  : t + ( t ~ ,  t 2 )  
Flat type sums 
f 1 : t 1 + t  f 2 : t 2 - t  
in1 : t l  -+ t l  + tz in2 : t 2  --, tl + t 2  fi + fi : tl + t z  + t 6 : ( t 1 + t ~ ) x t + t l  x t + t 2  x t  
Iterations 
p : t - B  f : t + t  
while(p, f )  : t + t 
Collections 
0 : uni t  - [s]  singleton : unit  + [uni t]  @ : [s]  x [s]  + [ s ]  length : [s]  -+ [ N ]  
empty? : [s]  - It! U I  : [ S I  + 321 -+ [ S T ]  ~2 : [ S I  + ~ 2 ]  -+ [ S Z ]  
Sequences 
~ i p : [ s ] x [ s ~ ] + [ s x s ~ ]  e n u m e r a t e : [ s ] + [ N ]  bm-route : ( [ s ]  x [ N ] )  x [s t]  - [s t]  
sbm-route : ( [ s ]  x [ N ] )  x ( [ s t ]  x [A]) - [s t]  
Example D.1 Informally we show how t o  compute combine : [B] x [s]  x [s]  -+ [ s ] ,  where combine ( f ,  x ,  y )  combines the lists 
x and y, according t o  the flags given by f .  The resulting list will have the same length as f ,  and will contain some xi o n  
those positions where f is t rue ,  and some y, where f is false. E.g. when f = [ true,  false, false, t rue ,  false, true, true] and 
x = [ X O ,  X I ,  x2,  ZS], y = [ Y O ,  y1, y ~ ] ,  then combine ( f ,  x, y )  must  be [xo, yo, y l ,  X I ,  yz,  x2 , x3] .  TO co~npu te  combine i n  S A ,  start 
by enumerate-ing f ,  t o  get [ O ,  1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 ] ,  and by transforming the booleans in to  0 and 1,  t o  get [ I ,  0 , 0 ,  1 , 0 , 1 , 1 ] .  Now 
apply bm-route to select from the first lest those elements having a f i n  the second list, and obtain [ O ,  3 , 5 , 6 ] .  Similarly, 
rue obtain [ I ,  2 ,4] .  These two lists tell us on which position each element of x and y mus t  end up. Next,  we subtract each 
number i n  this list from its right neighbor (by considering 7 = l e n g t h ( f )  to  be the right neighbor of the last element),  with the 
exception of the first position, where we also add the number itself. I.e., we get: [0 + (3 - O ) ,  5 - 3,6 - 5 , 7  - 61 = [3 ,2 ,1 ,1]  
and [l + ( 2  - I), 4 - 2 , 7  - 41 = [2 ,2 ,3] .  Now rue bm-route x and y ,  using these two lists as replication sequences, and get 
[ x O ,  2 0 ,  X O ,  X I ,  X I ,  2 2 ,  x3] and [ Y O ,  yo, y l ,  y l ,  yz,  yz,  Y Z ]  respectively (both have the length of f). Finally, we zip them together 
with f, and map some scalar function which selects x ,  or  y; according to  the Bag. 
